Kleen-Print Footprinter Instructions

No. 3100 Disposable Footprinter

Kleen-Print Footprinter Directions

1. Place Newborn Identification Form on clipboard or as hospital standards mandate.

2. Hold Kleen-Print® Printing Frame printed side up and place on the identification Form (align printing windows with form squares) Use clip to hold in place.

3. To make print, walk baby’s left foot (from heel to toe) on the Printing Frame using very light pressure. Repeat process with right foot.

4. Make a print of the mother’s right index finger in the same fashion, still pressing lightly.

5. Discard disposable printing frame.

6. Dust prints with baby powder to prevent smearing.

PLEASE NOTE: For best results, clean and dry infant’s foot before taking print. To avoid blurring, use light pressure. To avoid smearing, do not move infant’s foot while pressing down.
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